# Open Concept Lab (OCL) for OpenMRS Client

## How does this project fit with the strategy?
- OCL for OpenMRS Squad
- OCL for OpenMRS Application Overview
- Combined MVP Usecases

## Squad
- **Product owners:** Ellen Ball
- **Product Manager:** Grace Potma
- **Technical Lead:** Lincoln Karuhanga kirity mahanty
- **Subject Matter Experts/Advisors:**
  - Andrew Kanter
  - Jonathan Payne
  - Burke Mamlin
  - Daniel Kayiwa
  - Michael Bontyes

## Status
- **ACTIVE**
- **DEMO**

## Reference documents
- OCL Squad Overview (Google Doc)
- OCL for OpenMRS Concept and Legacy Overview (Google Doc)
- [https://openmrs.openconceptlab.org/](https://openmrs.openconceptlab.org/)
- OCL Roadmap Planning Oct-2019
- OCL for OpenMRS Overview Google Slide Deck

## Use Cases
- AMPATH MVP Use Case
- Partners In Health (PIH) MVP Use Case
- MSF Use Cases

## Where can you find us? 

### On Talk
[https://talk.openmrs.org/c/projects/ocl](https://talk.openmrs.org/c/projects/ocl)

### On Slack
Slack Channel: [https://slack.openmrs.org/](https://slack.openmrs.org/)
Slack Channel: #ocl

### Standing Weekly Call:
Every Wednesday: Join zoom from computer or mobile: [https://om.rs/zoomocl](https://om.rs/zoomocl)
- 3pm UTC
- 6pm EAT
- 10AM EST (Boston)
- 9AM CST (Chicago)
- 7AM (Seattle)

### Project Boards
- Agile Board: JIRA
- Kanban Board: JIRA

## Want to contribute?
Here is our JIRA board with the list of tasks: [https://issues.openmrs.org/projects/OCLOMRS/summary](https://issues.openmrs.org/projects/OCLOMRS/summary) and **Active sprint**

## Collaboration conventions:
PR Approval Process:

Agree on the following with regards to PRs: (1) After a PR is done, the creator of the PR will assign it to a squad member within 24 hours. The squad member will then have 1 week to provide feedback or approve the PR.

Design System Process:
The general plan is to use OpenMRS Jira (OCLOMRS).

Meeting Minutes

All meetings minutes here: OCL for OpenMRS Weekly Meetings